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Deductibility of Health Insurance for Small Business Owners: The Small Business Jobs
Act permits business owners to
deduct costs of health insurance when calculating selfemployment tax for 2010.

clarified the definition of son
and daughter to ensure that an
employee who assumes the
role of caring for a child receives parental rights to family
leave regardless of the legal or
biological relationship.

IRS Guidance on Definition of
Medical Expenses: The Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act revises the definition of
medical expenses. As a result,
a prescription will soon be required to use tax-favored arrangements to pay for over-thecounter medicines and drugs.

Tax Benefits to Employers Under HIRE Act of 2010: Qualified
employers may be eligible for a
payroll tax exemption when
hiring unemployed individuals.

Interim Final Regulations Issued on Fee Disclosure: The
DOL has issued regulations
requiring certain service providers to disclose information relating to compensation and
services provided.
FMLA Definition of Son and
Daughter: The DOL recently

New Health Care Tax Credit
Form: The IRS has released a
draft version of the form that
will be used to calculate the
small business health care tax
credit.
PPACA Provisions in Effect Beginning September 23, 2010:
Many provisions in the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care
Act require implementation for
plan years beginning on or after
September 23, 2010.

SMALL BUSINESS JOBS ACT: DEDUCTIBILITY OF HEALTH
INSURANCE FOR PURPOSES OF CALCULATING SELFEMPLOYMENT TAX
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The recently enacted Small
Business Jobs Act of 2010
(“Act”) includes several tax
changes that may affect small
businesses. One such change
that may provide a benefit to
small business owners involves
a deduction used in the calculation of self-employment tax.
Business owners generally
cannot deduct the cost of
health insurance for themselves and their family members for purposes of the selfemployment tax. However,

section 2042 of the Act permits
business owners to deduct
health insurance costs incurred
in 2010 for themselves and
their family members when
calculating their 2010 selfemployment tax.
Prior to the 2010 Act, small
business owners were permitted to deduct the cost of health
insurance for income tax purposes, but not in determining
net
earnings
from
selfemployment. While the pre2010 law enabled owners to

deduct the cost from their income, such income had already been exposed to selfemployment tax. Thus, a selfemployed individual effectively
paid self-employment tax on
income used to purchase
health insurance.
It should be noted that this
deduction for health insurance
costs for purposes of calculating self-employment tax is limited to the 2010 tax year.
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IRS ISSUES GUIDANCE ON PPACA SECTION REVISING
DEFINITION OF MEDICAL EXPENSES
The Internal Revenue Service issued Notice
2010-59 providing guidance on section 9003
of the PPACA to reflect changes regarding the
use of certain tax-favored arrangements to pay
for over-the-counter medicines and drugs.
Section 9003 of the PPACA added Internal
Revenue Code (“Code”) section 106(f) to provide that for purposes of Code sections 105
and 106, expenses incurred on or after January 1, 2011, for a medicine or drug may only
be paid or reimbursed by an employerprovided plan (including a health FSA or HRA)
if: (i) the medicine or drug requires a prescription, (ii) is an over-the-counter medicine or
drug and the individual obtains a prescription,
or (iii) is insulin. Expenses incurred prior to
January 1, 2011 for over-the-counter medicines or drugs without a prescription may be
reimbursed tax-free at any time, pursuant to
the terms of the employer’s plan.
Code sections 223(d)(2)(A) and 220(d)(2)(A)
with respect to HSAs and Archer MSAs were
similarly amended by PPACA section 9003 to
provide that a distribution on or after January
1, 2011, from an HSA or Archer MSA for a
medicine or drug is only a tax-free qualified
medical expense if one of the three factors
above apply. In the event distributions from an
HSA or Archer MSA do not satisfy the new requirements, such distributions will be deemed
nonqualified medical expenses, includable in
gross income, and generally subject to a 20%
additional tax. Distributions for medicines or
drugs purchased prior to January 1, 2011 are
not affected by this change. Thus, distributions
that occur on or after January 1, 2011 for purchases that occurred prior to the effective date
are permitted.
For purposes of the affected Code sections, a
prescription is defined as a written or electronic order for a medicine or drug that meets
the legal requirements of a prescription in the
state in which the medical expense is incurred
and that is issued by an individual who is legally authorized to issue a prescription in that
state. It should also be noted that these
changes do not apply to items that are not
considered medicines or drugs, such as
crutches, bandages, and diagnostic devices
(e.g. blood sugar test kits).
The new changes will also affect plans that
utilize health FSA or HRA debit cards. Because
current debit card systems are not capable of
recognizing and substantiating whether medicines or drugs were prescribed, health FSA and

HRA debit cards generally may not be used, on
or after January 1, 2011, to purchase over-thecounter medicines or drugs. However, in order
to facilitate the significant changes necessary
to comply with the new law, the IRS will not
challenge the use of health FSA and HRA debit
cards for expenses incurred through January
15, 2011, so long as the use of the debit cards
complies with existing guidance and rules for
the use of such cards. Health FSA and HRA
debit cards may continue to be used for medical expenses other than over-the-counter
medicines or drugs after the effective date.
The effective date for these changes is January
1, 2011, regardless of (i) whether the employer’s plan year is a fiscal or calendar year,
(ii) a plan having no plan year, or (iii) any applicable grace period for a health FSA. Employers
should note that their cafeteria plans may
need to be amended to conform to the new
over-the-counter drug requirements. Cafeteria
plan amendments are generally only effective
prospectively; however, amendments to comply with the guidance in IRS Notice 2010-59
that are adopted no later than June 30, 2011
may be made effective retroactively for expenses incurred on or after January 1, 2011.

“Employers
should note that
their cafeteria
plans may need
to be amended to
conform to the
new over-thecounter drug
requirements. ”
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INTERIM FINAL REGULATIONS ISSUED ON FEE
DISCLOSURE
Over the summer the U.S.
Department of Labor’s Employee Benefits Security Administration (“EBSA”) issued
interim final regulations under ERISA requiring that certain service providers to employee pension benefit plans
disclose information to assist
plan fiduciaries in assessing
the reasonableness of a service provider’s compensation
and potential conflicts of
interest.
The regulations will affect
employee benefit plan sponsors and fiduciaries, and
certain service providers to
such plans. Affected service
providers include those that
expect to receive at least
$1,000 in compensation in
connection with their services
and that provide: (i) certain
fiduciary or registered investment
advisory
services;
(ii) recordkeeping or brokerage services to a participantdirected individual account
plan in connection with the

investment options made
available under the plan; or
(iii) certain other services for
which indirect compensation
is received.
Although the regulations do
not require a formal written
contract describing the disclosure obligations, the information required to be disclosed by plan service providers must be furnished in writing to the plan fiduciary. The
information that must be
disclosed includes: (i) a description of the services to be
provided, and (ii) all direct
and indirect compensation to
be received by the service
provider, its affiliates, or subcontractors.
Information concerning certain services or costs that are
significant or present the
potential for conflicts of interest must be disclosed regardless of whether those services are furnished as part of
a bundle or package. For

example, service providers
must disclose whether they
are providing recordkeeping
services and the compensation attributable to such services, even when no explicit
charge for recordkeeping is
identified as part of the service contract.
Service providers must also
disclose information about
plan investments and investment options, as well as
whether they are providing
any services as a fiduciary to
the plan. Any changes to the
required information initially
provided by the service provider must be disclosed no
later than 60 days from the
date the service provider is
informed of such change
Plan sponsors, fiduciaries,
and service providers should
be aware that the effective
date for the final regulation is
July 16, 2011.

The U.S. Department of Labor
(“DOL”) recently issued an
Administrator’s Interpretation
to clarify the definition of son
and daughter under the
FMLA to ensure that an employee who assumes the role
of caring for a child receives
parental rights to family leave
regardless of the legal or
biological relationship.

Legislative intent indicates
that Congress intended the
definition of son or daughter
to reflect “the reality that
many children in the United
States today do not live in
traditional ‘nuclear’ families
with their biological father
and mother.”
Additionally, the definition of
son or daughter was intended to be “construed to
ensure that an employee who
actually has day-to-day responsibility for caring for a
child is entitled to leave even
if the employee does not
have a biological or legal
relationship to that child.”
The DOL also cites federal
case law and regulations to
support its interpretation.
Under the DOL’s interpretation, the following are examples of when an eligible em-

concerning
certain services
or costs that are

FMLA DEFINITION OF SON AND DAUGHTER CLARIFIED
The Family and Medical
Leave Act (“FMLA”) generally
requires covered employers
to allow eligible employees
up to 12 weeks of unpaid
leave during any 12-month
period for the birth and care
of a newborn child, to adopt
or assume care for a foster
child, to care for an immediate family member, (e.g.
child, spouse, or parent) with
a serious health condition, or
to take medical leave due to
a serious health condition.

“Information

ployee would be entitled to
leave under the FMLA: (i) an
uncle caring for his young
niece and nephew when their
single parent has been called
to active military duty; or (ii) a
grandparent assuming responsibility to raise a grandchild because the parents
are incapable of providing
care. In contrast, an employee would not be entitled
to leave in order to care for a
child while the child’s parents
are on vacation.
While the DOL guidance clarifies the definition of son and
daughter under the FMLA, a
determination of leave eligibility will be dependent upon
the particular facts and circumstances.

significant or
present the
potential for
conflicts of
interest must be
disclosed . . . .”
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TAX BENEFITS TO EMPLOYERS AVAILABLE UNDER THE
HIRE ACT OF 2010
The Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment
Act of 2010 (“HIRE Act” or “Act”) provides incentives to employers for hiring and retaining
certain unemployed workers in 2010.
Title I, section 101 of the Act amends Internal
Revenue Code (“Code”) section 3111 by adding Code section 3111(d) to provide an exemption to qualified employers of the 6.2% Social
Security tax for wages paid to qualified individuals after March 18, 2010 and ending on
December 31, 2010.
For purposes of the exemption, a qualified
employer is generally any business other than
a governmental entity. A qualified individual is
an employee who: (i) begins work for a qualified employer after February 3, 2010, and
before January 1, 2011; (ii) has not been employed for more than 40 hours during the 60
day period ending on the date employment
begins; (iii) is not employed to replace another
employee of the employer, unless the other
employee separated from employment voluntarily or for cause; and (iv) cannot be related to
the employer or own more than 50% of the
business.
In addition, the qualified individual must certify
by signed affidavit, under penalty of perjury
that s/he has not been employed for more
than 40 hours during the 60 day period ending
on the date s/he begins employment.
The payroll tax exemption does not apply with
respect to wages paid during the first calendar
quarter of 2010, but the amount by which the
Social Security payroll tax would have been
reduced under the exemption provision during
the first calendar quarter is applied against the

tax imposed on the employer for the second
calendar quarter of 2010.
It should be noted that a qualified employer
may not claim the Federal Work Opportunity
Tax Credit on any wages paid to a qualified
individual during the one-year period beginning
on the hiring date of the employee if those
wages qualify the employer for the payroll tax
exemption under the HIRE Act, unless the employer elects to opt out of the exemption for
that employee.
Title I of the HIRE Act also permits an employer
to increase their general business credit by the
lesser of $1,000 or 6.2% of wages for a 52
week period for each retained worker. A retained worker is defined in the same manner
as the qualified individual discussed above
who: (i) was employed by the taxpayer on any
date during the taxable year; (ii) was employed
by the taxpayer for a period of not less than 52
consecutive weeks; and (iii) has wages during
the last 26 weeks of the 52 week period equal
to at least 80 percent of the wages paid during
the first 26 weeks of such period. Because of
the 52 week requirement, this credit may not
be taken until the 2011 tax return.
The IRS has issued guidance on these tax
breaks in the form of frequently asked questions. The FAQs contain valuable information
on subjects such as the scope of the exemption, how it interacts with other tax breaks, and
when an employer must receive the employee's certification of former unemployment
status. IRS guidance may be found at:
www.irs.gov/businesses/small/
article/0,,id=220745,00.html.

DRAFT VERSION OF FORM RELEASED TO HELP SMALL
BUSINESSES CLAIM NEW HEALTH CARE TAX CREDIT
A draft of Form 8941 was recently released by
the IRS and posted on its website. The final
version of the form, to be released later this
year, will be used by small businesses and taxexempt organizations to calculate the small
business health care tax credit when they file
income tax returns next year. The amount of
the credit calculated using the form will then
be included by small businesses as part of the
general business credit on its income tax return.
While tax-exempt organizations will use the
form to calculate credit, the amount will be

claimed on a revised Form 990-T, currently
used to report and pay tax on unrelated business income. Form 990-T will be revised for
the 2011 filing season to enable eligible organizations, with or without unrelated business
income, to claim the health care tax credit.
More information regarding the new health
care tax credit and its requirements may be
found at www.irs.gov, or in our June newsletter
at: www.cicottelaw.com/june2010newsletter.

“The amount of
the credit
calculated using
the form will then
be included by
small businesses
as part of the
general business
credit on its
income tax return.”
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PPACA PROVISIONS IN EFFECT FOR PLAN YEARS
BEGINNING ON OR AFTER SEPTEMBER 23, 2010
Provisions in the PPACA that require implementation for plan years beginning on or
after September 23, 2010 include:
Extending Coverage for Young Adults: Under the new law, young adults under the
age of 26 can generally be insured under a
parent’s insurance if the policy allows for
dependent coverage. The only exception is
if the parent has an existing job-based
plan, and the young adult children can get
their own job-based coverage. Some insurers have already started implementing this
practice. (This provision also applies to
grandfathered plans.)
Free Preventive Care: All new plans must
cover certain preventive services such as
mammograms and colonoscopies without
charging a deductible, co-pay or coinsurance.
Prohibiting Insurance Companies from
Rescinding Coverage: In the past, insurance companies could search for an error,
or other technical mistake on a customer’s
application and use this error to deny payment for services when he or she got sick.
The new law makes this illegal. After media
reports cited incidents of breast cancer
patients losing coverage, insurance companies agreed to end this practice immediately.
Appealing Insurance Company Decisions:
With respect to new plans, the law provides
consumers with a way to appeal coverage
determinations or claims to their insurance
company, and establishes an external review process. The model notice of adverse

benefit determinations is available at
http://www.dol.gov/ebsa
Eliminating Lifetime Limits on Insurance
Coverage: Under the new law, insurance
companies will be prohibited from imposing
lifetime dollar limits on essential benefits,
like hospital stays. (This provision also applies to grandfathered plans.)
Regulating Annual Limits on Insurance
Coverage: Under the new law, insurance
companies’ use of annual dollar limits on
the amount of insurance coverage a patient may receive will be restricted for new
plans in the individual market and all group
plans. In 2014, the use of annual dollar
limits on essential benefits like hospital
stays will be banned for new plans in the
individual market and all group plans. (This
provision also applies to grandfathered
plans.)
Prohibiting Denying Coverage of Children
Based on PrePre-Existing Conditions: With
respect to new plans and existing group
plans, the new law includes new rules to
prevent insurance companies from denying
coverage to children under the age of 19
due to a pre-existing condition. (This provision also applies to grandfathered plans.)
Insured Health Plan Compliance with NonNonDiscrimination Rules: Insured group plans
must comply with existing nondiscrimination rules for self-funded plans. These include nondiscrimination rules for eligibility
and benefits.
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The Cicotte Law Firm is located in
Kennewick, WA, and represents
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aspects of benefits law, handling
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corporate matters.
The Firm's practice covers all areas
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non-compete agreements, and nondisclosure agreements.
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